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HOSPICE NEWS NETWORK 

Recent News on End-of-Life Care 
 

A Service of State Hospice Organizations 
 

CREATING A PATH TO DYING IN PEACE 
 

The dying experience is not standardized, and those who work with those who are dying 
can attest that the experience of dying varies widely. For some patients, death is a welcomed 
ending. For others, it’s faced with reluctance, fear, or anger. What creates these different paths to 
death, and why do some people seem to die in peace while others do not? 
 
Karen Wyatt examines this question in her The Huffington Post article “Why Some People 
Don’t Die in Peace.” Wyatt, a hospice physician and death awareness advocate who has 
witnessed the dying process of many individuals, says, “There are many ways to die.” In the 
article, she shares observations of patient responses and attitudes, and offers advice for readying 
oneself for the end of life. 
 
Before we die, it helps to think about it, she writes. “We live in a society where death is still a 
taboo subject,” and this leads to many being shocked when they receive the news that the time is 
nearing. Those who shy away from the subject, regardless of the reason, also have few clear 
ideas about the types of care they would like to receive. Wyatt recommends starting now by 
daily contemplation of the fact that you’ll die. “The Bhutanese people have a practice of thinking 
about death 5 times a day,” she says, and “have been named ‘the happiest people’ on earth.” 
 
This awareness should also lead to concrete actions, Wyatt says. This means putting death 
wishes and care plans in writing with an advance directive—something only one third of 
Americans have done. It’s also important to create paperwork like a living will, estate plan, and 
funeral plan. She says, “What are your wishes for your last days on earth?” 
 
As these plans are developed, it’s crucial to involve loved ones and have discussions about 
our preferences. If family members or friends don’t know your wishes have been created, or 
don’t understand the details, it will make it that much more difficult to follow your wishes. “The 
more you talk about it the more you will create peace for yourself and for your loved ones when 
the time comes.” 
 
Beyond legalities and medical forms, Wyatt says, “People die the way they’ve lived.” She urges 
people to “learn to find happiness within yourself long before life reaches its end. Each of us is 
responsible for creating our own joy in life, even if life hasn’t turned out as we have hoped.” 
This also means letting go of expectations for a specific outcome. “Develop a practice of 
thinking about death as a necessary part of the life cycle and something not to be feared, but to 
be respected.” 
A peaceful death is part of a larger process that’s influenced by attitudes and preparation. 
Being aware of our mortality, working through our issues, and making plans will improve our 
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chances of getting the kinds of end-of-life care we want and find the peace we desire. 
(Huffington Post, 1/8, www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/why-some-people-dont-die-in-
peace_us_5a53ec06e4b0ee59d41c0d48) 
 

REPORTER GRIEVES DEATH OF FATHER AND FAILURE OF 
HOSPICE TO DELIVER BEST CARE AT THE END OF HIS LIFE 

 
Last year, Karen Brown called hospice to care for her father as he lived out his last days. 
She liked what she heard from the hospice and, most comforting to her, the hospice nurse “told 
us if a final ‘crisis’ came, such as severe pain or agitation, a registered nurse would stay in his 
room around the clock to treat him.” Brown, a reporter at New England Public Radio, says her 
father’s days, and hospice care, went well—until the end. Her writing, “This Was Not the 
Good Death We Were Promised,” appeared in New York Times. 
 
At seven in the evening, the night before the last day of her father’s life, a grueling demise 
began. With her father in growing pain, she called the hospice and learned that no physician was 
available. Further, the family had difficulty getting a nurse. “His nurse,” says Brown, “had 
turned off her phone at 5,” and “the only on-call nurse was helping another family two hours 
away.”  The family “experimented with available medications to try to ease his suffering. 
Brown’s mother found some morphine from an earlier hospital stay and they gave it to her 
father. They were glad they did, because when the nurse arrived at midnight, she “brought no 
painkillers.” After the nurse left, her father’s pain grew again.  
 
Brown again called hospice and waited another three hours for a nurse to arrive. Brown 
writes that this nurse “was surprised he hadn’t been set up with a pump for a more effective 
painkiller. She agreed that this constituted a crisis and should trigger the promised round-the-
clock care. She made a phone call and told us the crisis nurse would arrive by 8 a.m.” 
 
The crisis nurse did not arrive because she had become ill. A hospice caregiver showed the 
family how to deliver the morphine, which they had been doing incorrectly. The family was told 
a pump and crisis nurse “should arrive by noon.” The nurse, in fact, arrived at 4 p.m. after 
her father had slipped into a coma. Brown bemoans this unfolding of events. “We were not 
told,” she says, that the appropriate level of care would be “conditional on staffing levels.”  
 
A few months after her father’s death, Brown learned about other reports about concerns 
about the quality of hospice care near life’s end. She read articles in Politico 
(https://www.politico.com/agenda/story/2017/09/27/how-hospice-works-000526) and Kaiser 
Health News (https://khn.org/news/no-one-is-coming-hospice-patients-abandoned-at-deaths-
door/), both of which were covered in Hospice News Network.  
 
Brown contacted Edo Banach, president and CEO of NHPCO. He was sympathetic, says 
Brown, and certain that “good” hospice experiences “far outweigh” those that fail to meet patient 
and family needs and expectations. Banach expressed concern that calling attention to “the 
‘salacious’ stories of failed hospice care means more families will turn to less holistic, less 
humane end-of-life care.” Brown counters by calling for transparency from hospice providers. 
She asks if hospices should explain how they hope to care for you, but tell you that sometimes 
they are unable to do that because of staffing and logistical issues. 
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The possibility of understaffed night and weekends may call on action by consumer 
advocates and Medicare oversight. In concluding her article, Brown says, “Even now, I believe 
hospice is a better option than a sterile hospital death under the impersonal watch of shift nurses 
we’d only just met. But I wonder whether that hospital oversight might have eased my father’s 
pain earlier on that last day. Ultimately, even without pain relief, he was probably more 
comfortable in his own home, tended by his children, doing our best. But then I think: He 
deserved to have both.” (New York Times, 1/6, 
https://www.nytimes.com/2018/01/06/opinion/sunday/hospice-good-death.html) 
 

 
ARTICLE EXAMINES THE LONG OVERHAUL OF END-OF-LIFE 

CARE OPTIONS 
 
The choices in care for patients nearing the end of life continue to expand and change. 
“Patients have at least two choices,” writes Bob Kronemyer, who says these choices are 
curative or palliative care. Kronemyer’s article, “End-of-life care planning advancements: 
What health execs should know,” looks to the future of end-of-life care.  He envisions more 
opportunities for informed patients to discuss their options and dictate the kind of care they’d 
like for themselves.  
 
Adding to the options at the end of life are the physician-assisted suicide laws, which 
have gained traction in a number of states. With an ever-aging population, increasing 
costs of end-of-life care, legislative changes and organizational responses to end of life care, 
says Kronemyer, changes are emerging. Tricia Neuman, senior vice president of the Henry J. 
Kaiser Family Foundation, says it’s difficult to make generalizations. Still, she agrees, it’s 
“fair to say that discussions about end-of-life care are receiving more attention. There may 
even be growing interest among health plans and medical schools in providing health 
professionals with the skills they need to have difficult but important conversations with their 
patients about their end-of-life wishes.” 
 
According to a Kaiser Family Foundation survey, there’s plenty of room for growth in 
end-of-life conversations. Only 25% of older adults say they’ve shared written wishes with 
their doctor. And as the high costs of care come into greater focus, particularly regarding 
Medicare and Medicaid, the need to clearly outline care goals will continue to rise to the 
surface of the public’s awareness. This process is hastened by new Medicare payment rules 
that allow doctors to bill Medicare for visits that exclusively focus on end-of-life discussions. 
 
Patients now see options for palliative care that include active treatment and a comfort-
oriented approach, says John Mastrojohn, RN, vice president and CEO of the National 
Hospice and Palliative Care Organization. This coincides with the rise of hospice facilities 
that have increasingly become “the primary option for people at the end of life … mostly in 
the patient’s place of residence.”  
 
Mastrojohn sees managed care organizations warming to new options as well. Even 
those that haven’t adopted end-of-life protocols “are becoming more and more 
comfortable with conversations about end-of-life care.” Having those conversations more 
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frequently and starting them earlier, he says, “is helping people understand their options and 
for them to have autonomy and control over decision-making.”  
 
Richard Parker, MD, chief medical officer at Arcadia Healthcare Solutions, sees this move 
towards autonomy-in-dying as a national political movement that spans across other topics 
like the legalization of small amounts of marijuana, gay marriage, and other liberties. In a 
broad sense, he sees limited need for the use of the freedoms provided by Death with Dignity 
laws. “The fact of the matter is that with good hospice care and good palliative care, 99% of 
patients can die peacefully and relatively comfortably, without the need for terminating their 
own lives.”  
 
Still, these conversations and this social movement are important, Parker says. “I think this is 
an area that frankly deserves a lot more attention,” he says. When doctors are reluctant to 
end chemotherapy or radiation in order to transition a patient into palliative or hospice 
care, it “can sometimes be deleterious in the last months of life.” (Modern Medicine 
Network, 1/4, http://managedhealthcareexecutive.modernmedicine.com/managed-healthcare-
executive/news/end-life-care-planning-advancements-what-health-execs-should-know) 
 
 
OSCAR THE CAT AND COMPUTERS: WAYS OF PREDICTING DEATH 

 
The story of the two-year-old cat named Oscar who would curl up next to dying 
patients took off after it appeared in a 2007 edition of The New England Journal of 
Medicine. Oscar, adopted by the medical staff at the Steere House nursing home in Rhode 
Island, had an astounding ability to pick out those who would soon die. The staff reported 
that he would sniff the air, crane his neck, and finally sit alongside the patient. Oscar’s visit 
was so meaningful—he identified fifty patients that would die soon after he approached them 
this way—that doctors began to call the families of those he singled out. 
 
How did Oscar work such magic? Was it a whiff of chemicals released by dying cells? Could 
he read signs that weren’t apparent to the humans around him? Siddhartha Mukherjee 
ponders the case of Oscar in the New York Times article “This Cat Sensed Death. What 
if Computers Could, Too?” Mukherjee examines the looming question about the role of 
predictive technology and its role in end-of-life care. 
 
Mukherjee says, Physicians “have an abysmal track record of predicting which of our 
patients are going to die. Death is our ultimate black box.” “What if an algorithm could 
predict death?” he wonders. In 2016, a graduate student, Anand Avati at Stanford, took on 
that very problem, setting out to train a computer to use medical records to identify patients 
“in the sweet spot of palliative care”—those who are within three to twelve months of dying. 
Avati’s team studied 200,000 patients with a range of illnesses, from cancer and heart failure 
to neurological diseases. Avati knew that medical information would need to be gathered and 
analyzed in order to create a usable algorithm.  
 
Drawing from records coded by doctors, Avati used a kind of software architecture 
called a deep neural network to properly weight the score of information and determine 
if a patient would die within three to twelve months. This software essentially learned for 
itself—absorbing information and creating internal weights to make predictions. “The false-
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alarm rate was low: Nine out of 10 patients predicted to die within three to 12 months did die 
within that window. And 95 percent of patients assigned low probabilities by the program 
survived longer than 12 months.” 
 
What did the algorithm “learn” about dying, and what can it teach oncologists? The 
answers aren’t incredibly satisfying. “Here is the strange rub of such a deep learning system,” 
Mukherjee says. “It learns, but it cannot tell us why it has learned; it assigns probabilities, but 
it cannot easily express the reasoning behind the assignment.” In short, the why of such a 
problem is, “like death, another black box.” (New York Times, 1/3, 
www.nytimes.com/2018/01/03/magazine/the-dying-algorithm.html) 
 

NURSES NEED INCREASED END-OF-LIFE CARE TRAINING  
 
Helping patients navigate end-of-life care decisions is a difficult prospect. It follows then that 
this kind of care might require significant training in order to do it well. This concept is moving 
from assumption to documented subject with the work of researchers at South Dakota State 
University who published their findings in the Journal of Clinical Nursing. 
 
Their study, led by Mary Minton, PhD, CNS, CHPN, surveys nurses from six facilities in South 
Dakota. It analyzes narrative descriptions from ten experienced palliative/hospice care nurses, 
and accompanies those stories with face-to-face interviews. Through this, the research team 
concludes that respondents, while relatively comfortable guiding patients through some end-of-
life processes, said they learned these skills on the job rather than through their nursing 
education.  
 
Of the skills the nurses felt less comfortable with, spiritual care was cited as a key concern 
for preparedness. The researches say this kind of training is largely missing in nursing care and 
nurses are left underprepared to provide such support. To address this, the researchers propose 
changes in nursing curriculum to include purposeful engagement and focused debriefing in 
spiritual assessment and care. 
 
They argue that there’s an “urgent need to prepare undergraduate and graduate students 
to assess and support a patient's spiritual needs,” reports Oncology Nurse Advisor. “They 
theorize that addressing spiritual care content as a clinical and educational priority can help 
promote a patient-centered approach for spiritual care.” Moving forward, the researches hope to 
expand work with their assessments and explore the experiences of nurses from increasingly 
varied backgrounds. (Oncology Nurse Advisor, 1/8, www.oncologynurseadvisor.com/oncology-
nursing/experience-competence-in-providing-end-of-life-care/article/735737) 
 
 

HOSPICE & PALLIATIVE CARE NOTES 
 

* A policy alert the Hospice Action Network says, “Congress is currently in the process of 
negotiating a package of Medicare-related legislation that would cut payments to hospitals 
when a hospice transfer is made sooner than a Medicare-established average length of 
stay.” NHPCO is concerned that the change could lead to later hospice referrals and shorter 
patient’s lengths of stay.  NHPCO encourages members to contact their Congressional members 
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and “share their concern about the proposed hospital DRG change, and to encourage them to 
protect hospice and include the Rural Access to Hospice Act in the Medicare extenders 
package.” (Hospice Action Network, 1/8, http://hospiceactionnetwork.org/blog/) 
 
 * One in nine people experience low blood sugar at least once while receiving hospice 
care, according to a study reported in Medical Research. For those on insulin, the number 
was one in three. The study’s author Dr. Laura A. Petrillo, MD, says the study “indicates that 
clinicians in nursing homes may not fully transition from standard care to comfort-focused 
care when adults with type 2 diabetes are enrolled in hospice.” (Medical Research, 1/1, 
https://medicalresearch.com/diabetes/hypoglycemia-all-too-common-in-hospice-and-end-of-
life-care/39074) 

 
* A survey examines the impact of guided imagery meditation on perceived staff stressed 
while caring for actively dying patients. The program was initiated in the summer of 2016 at 
the Smilow Cancer Hospital at Yale New Heaven Health. “Interestingly, none of the 4 
participating patient care associates identified caring for actively dying patients as a stressful 
event; therefore, there was no change in evaluation of stress after guided imagery.” Looking 
forward, the study authors say, “The project provided a great foundation for further examination 
into the areas of self-care for nurses.” (Oncology Nursing News, 12/29, 
http://www.oncnursingnews.com/publications/oncology-nurse/2017/december-2017/survey-
examines-burnout-of-nurses-caring-for-actively-dying-patients) 
 
* An ex-Pennsylvania hospice executive is accused of stealing $90,000 from an assisted 
living center in Louisiana. She served as chief operating officer at the facility from 2013 – 
2015, and is accused of requesting checks for false orders and nonexistent employee training. 
She previously plead guilty to one count of health care fraud in 2016 that involved millions of 
dollars of fraudulent billing at a suburban Pittsburgh hospice. (The Sacramento Bee, 1/3, 
www.sacbee.com/news/article192837684.html) 
 
* NHPCO’s December palliative care resource takes a look at two patients with ALS who 
find meaning in a skilled clinician’s use of music therapy. In “Finding meaning and hope 
while ‘my body entombs me’: music therapy for patients with ALS,” Yelena Zatulovsky 
discusses therapy and working with a patient who talks of enduring disease not as bad luck, but 
as punishment. (NHPCO, 12/2017, http://nhpco-netforum.informz.net/nhpco-
netforum/data/images/Palliative%20Care%20Email%20Template/PALLIATIVECARE_MusicT
herapy1.pdf) 
 
* Christian Sinclair shares his palliative care resolutions for this year. For others with 
resolutions to share, Sinclair offers the hashtag #hpmResolutions. Among the tweets he cites, 
people have commented that they “want end-of-life care conversations to be everyday 
conversations!” Others hope to expand cultural horizons, mindfulness, gratitude, and strengthen 
their ability to listen before offering an opinion. (Pallimed, 1/1, 
www.pallimed.org/2018/01/palliative-care-resolutions-for-2018.html) 
 
* Following the devastating California mudslide, Hospice of Santa Barbara provided 
counseling services to individuals and families and served as a “Community Gathering 
Space” for those in need of support. “We have a long road ahead of us, but Hospice of Santa 
Barbara is dedicated to helping the community heal, one day at a time,” said David Selberg, 
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CEO of Hospice of Santa Barbara. (Citizens Journal, 1/12, http://citizensjournal.us/hospice-
santa-barbara-provides-community-gathering-space-affected-tuesdays-storm) 
 
* NHPCO President and CEO Edo Banach responded to “This Was Not the Good Death 
We Were Promised,” an essay by Karen Brown that was published in the New York Times. 
[See last week’s HNN.] In the essay, Brown relates the experience of her father’s care and death. 
“As noted in the article, I spoke with Ms. Brown,” Banach writes. “I let her know that the 
situation she described was not acceptable and I would not make excuses for it.  I also 
explained that her experience is not that of most patients and families.” He emphasizes that 
hospice has come a long way since its creation 35 years ago, and that Brown’s story reminds us, 
“We can never stop our efforts to provide the highest quality care.” Providers must learn from 
mistakes, he says. “As an example from this experience, providers should ensure that on-call 
processes are well established and that necessary back-up plans are in place. No family should 
fail to get a timely returned call from a hospice and a prompt visit when indicated, 
especially during a crisis situation.” (NHPCO, 1/9, https://www.nhpco.org/press-room/press-
releases/message-edo-banach-sunday’s-new-york-times-essay) 
 
* Dr. Pam Rillstone approaches the not so uncommon question of “How do you know when 
it’s the right time to call in Hospice?” She describes the sixth month or less life expectancy 
diagnosis and the importance of openly discussing patients’ feelings and desires. As a general 
rule, she suggests “calling in hospice as soon as possible.” She then provides the stories of 
patients and tells how they their families benefitted from hospice care. (The Wave, 1/8, 
http://wavemagazineonline.com/when-should-you-call-in-hospice) 
 
* Nursing home providers signing contracts with more hospices doesn’t necessarily lead to 
a reduction in end-of-life-hospitalization, according to the Journal of the American Medical 
Directors Association. “Analysts found the benefits of nursing home-hospice collaboration 
depended on the details of the facility relationships, especially if one hospice provider had 
exclusivity. Overall, the average number of hospices in a nursing home increased from 1.4 in 
2000 to 3.2 in 2009.” (McKnight’s, 1/8, www.mcknights.com/news/more-hospice-providers-not-
always-better/article/735373) 
 
* Two Texas men are among those charged with a $150 million Medicare fraud and money 
laundering charge, including hospice fraud, according to the U.S. Attorney’s Office. The 
men, both form Harlingen, TX, are charged with one count of conspiracy to commit health care 
fraud and one count of conspiracy to commit money laundering. The indictment accuses them of 
falsifying hospice and home health service reports and paying “kickbacks” to medical directors. 
(Valley Star, 1/10, www.valleymorningstar.com/news/local_news/feds-harlingen-men-charged-
in-million-health-care-fraud/article_92021330-f65c-11e7-8d6c-4b2c01fbfa33.html) 
 
* In the coming year, hospices may want to align their compliance initiatives with the 
Office of Inspector General (IOG) Work Plan, says JD Spura. An article identifies two OIG 
hospice focused initiatives—“Duplicative and overlapping claims,” and, “Survey and complaint 
investigation.” JD Spura also notes that the launch of the Hospice Compare website last 
August and the upcoming display of CAHPS survey data on the website “emphasize the 
need for hospices to make timely and accurate quality reporting a compliance priority in 
2018.” (JD Spura, 1/8, www.jdsupra.com/legalnews/hospice-compliance-oig-work-plan-86809) 
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* An Ohio woman has pled guilty to stealing pain medicine from a relative in hospice care. 
The woman was already on probation after pleading guilty to the theft of liquid morphine from 
the same individual earlier in the year. (Dayton Daily News, 1/8, 
www.daytondailynews.com/crime/troy-woman-admits-pain-medicine-theft-from-relative-
hospice-care/Jt0QecyFiKXEiim6IMyVyL) 
* A San Francisco State University professor of music education aims to ease hospice 
patients’ pain through choreography. Wendell Hanna says she has long had an interest in the 
intersection of music and medicine. Her project, funded by a seed grant from the Gary and Mary 
West Foundation, is aimed at advancing palliative care research and education. She continues the 
work of her father, Thomas Hanna, who developed a movement technique called Hanna 
Somatics, which is “gentle exercises that involve small contractions of muscle groups that get 
chronically tight or sore.” “Music is so important for people who are suffering or in pain,” 
she said. “You can only do so much about physical pain, but there’s also emotional pain 
and spiritual pain. Music can really help with that.” (San Francisco State News, 1/12, 
http://news.sfsu.edu/news-story/professors-choreography-aims-ease-hospice-patients’-pain) 
 
* Dr. Kimberly D. Acquaviva has received a Book of the Year honor from the American 
Journal of Nursing. The award was given to her first book, LGBTQ-Inclusive Hospice and 
Palliative Care: A Practical Guide to Transforming Professional Practice. “This book provides 
an in-depth yet user-friendly cultural competency lesson that encompasses such important topics 
as terminology, historical context, family dynamics, physical histories, care planning, ethical and 
legal issues, spirituality, and institutional inclusiveness,” said Sherrill Wayland, manager of 
National Projects for Services & Advocacy for SAGE. (North Dallas Gazette, 1/8, 
https://northdallasgazette.com/2018/01/08/dfw-native-receives-book-year-honors-american-
journal-nursing) 
 
 

END-OF-LIFE NOTES 
 

* The Washington Post tells the love story of the surviving spouses of two different best-
selling dying memoirists. The unlikely romance came together for the spouses of Paul 
Kalanithi, who wrote When Breath Becomes Air, and Nina Riggs, author of The Bright Hour. 
Nora Krug’s article paints the complicated relationships between two people who 
supported their partners in life and into death, who found themselves pulled together in the 
process. (Washington Post, 1/3, www.washingtonpost.com/entertainment/books/two-dying-
memoirists-wrote-bestsellers-about-their-final-days-then-their-spouses-fell-in-
love/2018/01/03/3143305a-ebe5-11e7-9f92-10a2203f6c8d_story.html) 
 
* In “My Father’s Body, At Rest and In Motion,” Siddhartha Mukherjee shares the 
months-long story of the struggles and eventual death of her father. “Once his body stopped 
resisting death,” she writes, “my father died rather quickly. “We shut off the chirping monitors, 
pulled the I.V. lines out of his veins, and unsnaked the gastric tube from his nose. We bathed and 
shaved him, put his shoes on, and wrapped him in his favorite pashmina shawl. We brought him 
to his own bed. The fishmonger delivered a spectacular specimen of the river shad that he loved, 
and my mother curried it with mustard and ginger, pulverized it into a mash, and fed it to him 
with a baby’s spoon. He died in his sleep three days later, his restless body finally at rest.” 
Mukherjee is the author of three books, including The Emperor of All Maladies and The Gene: 
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An Intimate History. (The New Yorker, 1/8, www.newyorker.com/magazine/2018/01/08/my-
fathers-body-at-rest-and-in-motion) 

 
 

ADVANCED CARE PLANNING NOTES 
 

* A “false alarm” in the healthcare of one patient, which nearly ended in his death, 
highlights the need for discussing end-of-life wishes in detail. Hospice chaplain Dale Swan 
had clearly outlined his wishes not to be put on breathing assistance if he couldn’t make his own 
decisions or feed himself. He became violently ill one evening and was rushed to the hospital, 
where he was put on Dilaudid that caused a suspected overdose. The treatment included a 
possible breathing tube, and Swan’s wife insisted that he wouldn’t want the treatment. “Jill felt 
prepared. She and Dale had discussed many of the crucial questions involving the end of life and 
placed those answers into an advance directive.” Yet the medical staff knew the directive didn’t 
apply to a situation where full recovery was logically anticipated. After dialogue with Swan’s 
wife, he received the treatment that brought him back to health. The incident has increased 
awareness of the need to detail wishes within various circumstances. (Star Gazette, 1/4, 
www.stargazette.com/story/news/2018/01/04/false-alarm-shows-need-detailed-end-life-
instructions/1000959001) 
 
* Pastor and pediatrician Rev. Gloria White-Hammond, Boston, takes on the subject of 
death with her congregants. She’s determined to get all of the 600 members write down their 
end-of-life medical wishes and discuss them with their doctors and families. She and her co-
pastor, Dr. Ray Hammond, were by The Conversation Project to lead death-and-dying 
workshops, which made her realize she didn’t have her own documents prepared. “It was kind of 
embarrassing,” she said. One discussion led by White-Hammond was centered on a screening of 
Extremis, a documentary about a woman who must decide how to respond to her incapacitated 
mother. She ended the discussion by praying to God to “Put the fire under us,” so the task 
doesn’t languish “on the to-do list.” (KHN, 1/3, https://khn.org/news/put-the-fire-under-us-
church-spurs-parishioners-to-plan-for-illness-and-death) 
 
* C-TAC invites participants to join a free web meeting on January 16th from 11:00-12:00 
PST. The session will provide an exclusive brief on the findings of The Kaiser Family 
Foundation (KFF) “Serious Illness in Late Life: The Public’s Views and Experiences.” The 
report gathers information from 1,000 surveyed people and families dealing with serious illness. 
Key findings include: 1) There is a disconnect between what the public acknowledges as realities 
of serious illness and what they actively plan for. 2) Older adults living with serious illness 
commonly report needing more help than they receive. Registration is available online at the link 
below. https://register.gotowebinar.com/register/8890450199053654530 (C-TAC, 1/5, 
https://register.gotowebinar.com/register/8890450199053654530)  
 
 
 
* Nurses at a Syracuse long-term care facility saved the life of a resident with CPR, but the 
woman was wearing a bracelet indicating her DNR order. The woman “did not want to be 
resuscitated or intubated, wanted limited medical interventions and wished to be sent to the 
hospital only if necessary,” but nurses took all of those steps. The new administrator calls the 
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incident a mistake and says, “When something like that happens you have to do a root cause 
analysis [and] then change the process.” (McKnight’s, 1/10, www.mcknights.com/news/new-
york-nursing-home-cited-for-saving-woman-who-didnt-want-to-be-saved/article/735963) 
 
* HHS nominee Alex Azar cited the importance of advance care planning when questioned 
by Senator Mark Warner (D-VA). Azar says it is a “very important part of all of our personal 
care management… that we engage in that kind of thoughtful, directive planning.” A transcript 
of the exchange is available from C-TAC. (C-TAC, 1/9, 
http://mailchi.mp/advancedcarecoalition/hhs-nominee-alex-azar) 
 
* The National Healthcare Decision Day (NHDD) website provides a resources page that 
includes activities, tools and materials, and ways to learn more about advance care 
planning. The activities are divided into publicity/media outreach and community initiatives, 
and a wealth of links are offered under “Communications,” “Materials & Collateral,” “Media 
Outreach,” and “Events & Presentations.” (NHDD, 1/2018, 
www.nhdd.org/resources/#suggested-activities) 

 
 

OTHER NOTES 
 

* Family members may be less traumatized and make better decisions for their loved ones when 
they receive emotional support from healthcare workers. This is the observation of a new study 
that appears in the Journal of General Internal Medicine. Prior research focused on ICU 
patients, but a new study, with lead author Dr. Alexia Torke of the Indiana University Center for 
Aging Research in Indianapolis, reviewed experiences of patients and families in any area of 
three hospitals.  The study revealed higher anxiety, depression, and PTSD rates for family 
decision-makers throughout the hospitals. “Decision-makers who felt they received emotional 
support from hospital workers were 35 percent less likely to have lingering anxiety and 20 
percent less likely to have ongoing depression, compared to those who didn’t feel supported.” 
(Reuters, 12/29, https://uk.reuters.com/article/us-health-decisions-stress/family-decision-makers-
in-medical-crises-benefit-from-emotional-support-idUKKBN1EN1DD) 
 
* Snake venom may help researches develop analgesic drugs. The variety of means of pain-
blocking results that researches have found in poisonous snakebites suggests that “there could be 
many ways to block pain,” according to R. Manjuantha Kini of the National University of 
Singapore. “Toxins that cause pain can be just as useful as those which block pain because they 
can teach us more about how pain works,” adds Bryan Fry of the University of Queensland. (The 
Scientist, 1/1, https://www.the-scientist.com/?articles.view/articleNo/51213/title/Snake-Venoms-
Cause-and-Block-Pain) 
 
* In the new book In Shock, Dr. Rana Awdish discusses how a brush with death led her to a 
greater focus on patients’ perspectives. During a fellowship at Henry Ford Hospital in 
Detroit, a cascade of medical problems threatened her life. Her doctor said thing like 
“She's been trying to die on us.” Awdish says, “I felt he was positing me as an adversary. If 
my care team didn't believe in me, what possible hope did I have?” She offers advice for 
doctors in their interactions with patients: “To listen to our patients with a generous ear does 
require a willingness to relinquish control of the narrative… Our questions allow for the 
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possibility that we do not already know the answers. By not dominating the flow of information, 
we allow the actual history to emerge.” (NPR, 1/3, www.npr.org/sections/health-
shots/2018/01/03/574701108/brush-with-death-leads-doctor-to-focus-on-patient-
perspective) 
 
* While drug overdose deaths soar on a national level, they appear to have plateaued in 
some Western states, according to Kaiser Health News. CDC statistics show that U.S. deaths 
from opiates, cocaine, and methamphetamines increased by 35% between 2015-2107. But much 
of that spike is concentrated on the East Coast. Florida and Pennsylvania saw over 80% increases 
in deaths during that two-year period. West Coast states generally saw a different story. Deaths 
in Utah and Oregon dropped by 3%, and Wyoming saw a dramatic dip of 36%. (Kaiser Health 
News, 1/8, https://khn.org/news/drug-overdose-deaths-soar-nationally-but-plateau-in-some-
western-states) 
 
* The New York Times published an expansive two-part series by Jacob M. Appel that 
helps students explore difficult ethical questions. After covering the “guiding principles of 
bioethics,” the series touches on subjects like identifying limits to patient choice, a doctor’s 
rights to refuse service, living wills, and the cost of treatment vs. the “worth of life.” (New York 
Times, 1/10, www.nytimes.com/2018/01/10/learning/lesson-plans/bioethics-in-action-part-i-
helping-students-explore-difficult-questions-in-health-care.html) 
 
* The End-of-Life University offers an audio interview with Heidi Connolly about Music 
for Transitioning Souls. Connolly is a returning guest and author of Crossing the Rubicon. She 
graduated from Harvard with a degree in music and is the former sole proprietor of Harvard Girl 
Word Services. (End-of-Life University, 1/11, 
http://events.iteleseminar.com/?eventID=104138085) 
* “American’s Rural Hospitals Are Dangerously Fragile,” reads an Atlantic headline. The 
article goes on to discuss how the consolidation in the health-care industry is threatening small 
and independent hospitals. The article looks at the severity of the problem of small-town, 
publically owned hospitals as they’re transformed into nonprofit private corporations. “Last year, 
for example, the National Rural Health Association, a nonprofit, estimated that 673 rural 
facilities (with a variety of ownership structures) were at risk of closure, out of over 2,000.” (The 
Atlantic, 1/9, www.theatlantic.com/business/archive/2018/01/rural-hospitals/549050) 
 
* The New York Times is asking for reader feedback to help shape their opioid coverage. 
The survey asks why a reader is interested in the coverage, sources they feel do a good job 
covering the crisis, and questions addressing their feelings/interests in the subject. (New York 
Times, 1/12, www.nytimes.com/interactive/2018/us/opioid-heroin-fentanyl-survey.html) 
 
* A study published in Health Affairs shows, “Medicare patients were more likely to receive 
unduly intensive care at the end of life including chemotherapy, hospitalization, admission 
to the ICU, longer stays in the hospital and death in the hospital than those who received 
care through the VA.” The study, led by Stanford and Department of Veteran Affairs health 
economist, Risha Gidwani-Marszowski, DrPH, investigated how health care systems impact care 
at the end of life. “The findings are not just important for veterans and VA policy, but for 
anybody who needs medical care at the end of life, which is a majority of us,” says Gidwani-
Marszowski. “We as a society need to ensure we are setting up the organization of health care 
and its financial incentives to ensure that the services patients receive are the ones that are in 
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their best interests at the end of life.” (Stanford Medicine, 1/9, 
http://scopeblog.stanford.edu/2018/01/09/va-provides-fewer-unnecessary-end-of-life-
interventions-than-medicare-new-study-shows) 
 
 
Hospice Analytics is the national sponsor of Hospice News Network for 2018. Hospice Analytics 
is an information-sharing research organization whose mission is to improve hospice utilization 
and access to quality end-of- life care. For additional information, please call Dr. Cordt 
Kassner, CEO, at 719-209- 1237 or see www.HospiceAnalytics.com. 
 


